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CAIRO: Kuwaiti National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem meets with Egyptian President Abdelfattah El-Sisi. —KUNA

CAIRO: The visiting Kuwaiti National Assembly
Speaker Marzouq Ali Al-Ghanem has affirmed
closeness of the Kuwaiti-Egyptian relations
underscoring Cairo’s leading role on the regional
and international arenas. Ghanem, also
Chairman of the Arab Inter-Parliamentary Union,
said in a statement to KUNA as he emerged from
a meeting with President Abdelfattah El-Sisi that
he relayed greetings of His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and
His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah to President Sisi. He
affirmed, in concurrence with his eminent host,

His Highness the Amir’s role for narrowing the
gulf among the Arab states, also how highly the
Arab leaders view His Highness.

Speaker Ghanem quoted President Sisi as
expressing gratitude to him for his role in
enabling the Egyptian parliament restore its
membership in the AIPU. Turning to Egypt’s local
politics, Ghanem lauded the State adherence to
implementation of the “road map,” which gen-
uinely features steps for overhauling the
Egyptian economy and boosting state institu-
tions’ efficiency, noting that the map latest step
forward was holding of elections in October. He

indicated that he also agreed with the president
on necessity to gather Arab and international
efforts against terrorism and reject any bid to
link it to religions or civilizations. Furthermore,
the two sides expressed concern at the prevail-
ing violence in Syria, affirming necessity of
resolving the crisis there according to resolutions
of the Geneva-I conference, held in June 2012.
Kuwait had hosted three international conven-
tions for raising funds for the Syrians.

Very instrumental
Meanwhile, a spokesman for the Egyptian

presidency quoted Sisi as saying that His
Highness the Amir’s efforts for promoting Arab
unity are very instrumental. Presidential
Spokesman Ambassador Alaa Yousef said that
Al-Sisi’s comments came in a meeting Ghanem
before Ghanem’s departure to Geneva where he
will meet with Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU)
officials. His Highness the Amir’s “humanitarian
efforts have garnered him international adula-
tion” the statement added.

Ghanem cherished “historic and long-stand-
ing” Kuwaiti and Egyptian bilateral relations, say-
ing that both parties strive to further enhance

their relationship. Efforts of combating the
spread of terrorism and religious extremism
were also reviewed during the meeting, the
statement said. “We are at a time when obstacles
and challenges are rife and we should stand
together as one Arab nation,” the statement
quoted the Egyptian President as saying. Both
parties also stressed the importance of resolving
regional conflicts that threaten peace and securi-
ty. In his meeting with IPU officials in Geneva,
Ghanem is expected to press for Egypt’s inclu-
sion into the international organization of parlia-
ments. — KUNA

Egypt, Kuwait maintain close ties: Speaker Ghanem

KUWAIT: A senior official yesterday
highlighted Kuwait’s plan to host a
conference on knowledge economy
with a call for increasing spending
on scientific research and overhaul-
ing the sectors of sciences and
knowledge.

Dr Hind Al-Subaih, the Minister
of Social Affairs and Labor and
Minister of State for Planning Affairs
and Development, said administra-
tive productivity and efficiency are
attainable through hiking financial
allotments for scientific research and creating an advanced
“atmosphere for scientific applications and (theoretical)
knowledge.” Knowledge economy has become a main pillar
for diversifying resources of income, said the minister,
marking planned launch of the conference, themed
“Contemporary State tasks from the perspective of knowl-
edge economy,” on February 1.

This type of economy enables the public and private
sectors to nationalize competition, productivity, diversify
income resources, overhaul business environment and lure
foreign investors, she said. Moreover, it is based on trans-
forming “knowledge into commodities and services and
creating financial wealth through optimum implementa-
tion” of its concepts.

The upcoming conference, she said, implies a call on the
government to improve its performance and upgrade its
apparatuses for sake of bolstering efficiency and productiv-
ity; for such an approach leads to improving businesses.

Such objectives are achievable through increasing
spending on scientific research and creating an atmos-
phere of applications and knowledge that may transfer
Kuwait to creative education, minister Subaih added,
renewing the call for establishment of “Kuwait center for
knowledge economy,” in partnership with international
institutions. The minister spoke of a bill, implementation of
which will signal start of diversifying the income, explain-
ing that “it is a law based in separation of economic activi-
ties from administrative authority and subjecting it to an
economic board with independent jurisdictions for direct
investments in partnership with the private sector.”

The proposal to hold this conference had been referred
to the Supreme Council for Planning and Development,
which blessed it. According to the World Bank, knowledge
economies are defined by four pillars; institutional struc-
tures that provide incentives for entrepreneurship and the
use of knowledge, skilled labor availability and good edu-
cation systems, ICT infrastructure and access, and a vibrant
innovation landscape that includes academia, the private
sector and civil society. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwait joins the world today in celebrating the
World Braille Day to commemorate Braille system’s role in
spreading knowledge among visually-impaired people.
Kuwait has been leading in introducing and distributing
Braille system to help blind and visually-impaired people get
easy access to language and literacy, and to better integrate
into the society.

Kuwait has been active in republishing Braille books and
for this end, it established a special printing house, the
biggest in the Middle East. Since its inception, the printing
house has rewritten and published a slew of books in different
specialties, mainly to meet the education needs of the blind
people. Kuwait has also been distributing copies of Braille
books to educational institutions, worship places, government
and non-government organizations and even to many coun-
tries around the world to help spread knowledge among this
important segment of the society.

Kuwait introduced Braille system in a special section for the
blind in the Islamic Studies Institute in 1947 and established
Al-Noor school for the blind in 1955. Recently a Kuwaiti youth
Shaikha Al-Majed invented a new pen to help blind people
write, easily and without much effort. Her invention had won
a patent in the US. The pen is of regular size and works by
pushing it with the thumb, so the writer can write in the
Braille way, smoothly.

World Braille Day is annually celebrated on January 4, the
birthday of Braille inventor, Louis Braille. The day recognizes
the contributions of Louis Braille in helping blind and visually
impaired people to read and write. Non-governmental organi-
zations (NGOs) around the world use this day to create aware-
ness about the challenges faced by visually impaired individu-
als and to encourage businesses and governments to create
economic and social opportunities for the blind. NGOs and
disability organizations hold competitions and public out-
reach events. Teachers in schools teach the history of braille to
their students. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: Celebrations marking ‘Kuwait the
Islamic Capital 2016’ will be launched on
January 18th ahead of the annual Al-
Qurain Cultural Festival due later in the
month, Information Minister Sheikh
Salman Sabah Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah
has announced.

The Ministry of Information, in a state-
ment yesterday, quoted Sheikh Salman as
expressing deep gratitude to His Highness
the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah for chairing
the celebration supreme committee, mani-
festing his keenness on developing the cul-
tural sector due to its necessary role in bol-
stering patriotism, national values, customs
and traditions of the people of Kuwait.

Sheikh Salman, also Minister of State for
Youth Affairs and Chairman of the National
Council for Culture, Arts and Letters, was
speaking as he headed a meeting of the
ceremonies’ steering committee. He
revealed that a consulting panel had been
established to review the State cultural

plans, in general, and planned programs
and projects, to be executed during the
forthcoming celebratory days.

The minister, along with the officials
who took part in the meeting, studied the
planned activities, scenarios for launching
the festivities namely holding a news con-
ference to announce beginning of the
event, in addition to other news confer-
ences on themes such as women social
role, media role in reacting to campaigns
smearing Islam’s image, Islamic banking
beside holding a concert. Discussions also
addressed prospects of promoting Kuwait’s
humanitarian activities, participation of the
youth and citizens of special needs in this
crucial cultural event, Minister Sheikh
Salman said.

An agreement was reached, he said,
to publicize the event locally and abroad
to portray a true image about Islam and
Kuwait’s philanthropic efforts.  It will be,
he added, a historic opportunity to shed
light on Kuwait’s cultural heritage and

riches. The meeting was attended by the
cultural council’s General Secretary, Ali
Al-Yoha, and other officials including

KUNA’s Deputy General Director for the
Editorial Department and Chief Editor
Saad Al-Ali. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Information Minister Sheikh Salman Al-Humoud Al-Sabah heads a meeting
of the ‘Kuwait the Islamic Capital 2016’ steering committee.— KUNA

Kuwait to be celebrated as Islamic
Capital January 18: Info Minister

KUWAIT: Information Minister Sheikh Salman Al-Humoud Al-Sabah tours the Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Heritage
Village yesterday. —KUNA photos

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s patronage of
the Gulf Popular Heritage Festival reflects the
depth of his idea on the importance of main-
taining genuineness and traditions of the
Gulf society, said Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs Sheikh
Salman Sabah Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah.

They constitute the base of cohesion of
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states
and peoples, Sheikh Salman added yesterday
during a tour of Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Heritage Village, according to a statement by
the Ministry of Information. Sheikh Salman
inspected the preparations for the official
opening of the Village on January 15. He said
that the goal of the Village is to bring delight
and pleasure for visitors. This shows Kuwait’s
vision on the momentousness of enhancing
pan-GCC tourism, the minister said.

The opening of the Village and the Gulf
Popular Heritage Festival coincide with the
25th Liberation Day and the 10th anniversary
of His Highness the Amir’s taking over the
reins, and the naming of His Highness the
Crown Prince. It is also the 55th National Day,
Sheikh Salman noted.

The two events give a Gulf dimension to
this year’s celebrations, offering Kuwaitis and
fellow GCC citizens a good opportunity to

enjoy the festival that has become a “bright
spot” on Kuwait’s tourism map, he said.

Visits
According to Sheikh Salman, the GCC cul-

ture ministers will visit Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Heritage Village’s Gulf Popular
Heritage Festival, as they attend celebrations
of announcing Kuwait capital of Islamic
Culture 2016.

Similar visits will be organized for Kuwait’s
guests from other Arab and Muslim countries,
to convey the festival’s media message,
through efforts by the Ministry of
Information, the State Ministry of Youth
Affairs and the National Council for Culture,
Art and Letters (NCCAL).

The Gulf Popular Heritage Festival bears a
social and national message, namely to
spread love and fraternity and enhance ties
among the GCC peoples, besides being a
forum where they meet to review their histo-
ry and traditional professions, he said.

Sheikh Salman highly appreciated efforts
by the Gulf Popular Heritage Festival organiz-
ers, topped with Deputy Minister for Amiri
Diwan Affairs Sheikh Ali Jarrah Al-Sabah, who
is head of the Higher Organizing Committee,
and deputy head of the committee, Amiri
Diwan Advisor Mohammad Dhaifallah Sharar,

who is the General Supervisor of the Village,
as well as deputy General Supervisor Sheikh
Sabah Fahad Al-Nasser Al-Sabah, who leads
the juries of the competitions.

He also lauded efforts by Deputy Prime

Minister and Interior Minister Sheikh
Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah
and all security personnel for spreading an
atmosphere of safety for participants and visi-
tors of the festival. — KUNA

Minister reiterates Amir’s keenness
on genuineness of Gulf society

Sheikh Salman inspects preparations for village’s opening


